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ABSTRACT
In this work a conceptual model is proposed and implemented for a tool capable of applying image filters, based
on the behaviour of ant swarm. This tool transfers some
of the creative responsibility from the user to itself, when
processing an image. To do this, the tool uses a property of
the swarm behaviour, the emergence of complex behaviours
from simple actions, to process the images. A brief discussion about creativity is made, examples of how swarm
has been used are demonstrated and how to perform image
processing is explained. The conceptual model proposed is
based on layers containing information of the image/images
and the swarm/swarms. Based on the parameters of the
user, the ants of each swarm behave accordingly, modifying
the image by applying local image filters. From the answers
of the survey, the results show that even when the user felt
he wasn’t in full control of the final result, the images produced had an interesting visual impact. This demonstrates
that the tool plays an important part on the creative process
of producing those images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
When working with image treatment programs like Adobe
Photoshop1 or GIMP2 , the user combines a set of different
tools in order to create something. Among those set of tools,
I will focus on image filters. While treating an image the user
can apply filters to modify some or all of the parts of the
image in question. But in a program that allows the user to
be creative (creating new and contextually significant artefacts) the application of filters can be a bit disappointing.
Since the application of a filter is something mechanical, the
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outputs of the filter will always be equal when applied to the
same input. Of course this is not something necessarily bad
since the user is expecting a certain output when he applies
it but what if the output could have some minor differences
between two outputs with the same input? In a program
where the user has to be creative, a little “inspiration” can’t
do any harm. To achieve this, swarm behaviour will be
used. One of the properties of the swarm is the emergence of
non-programmed behaviour which contrasts with the strict
mathematical model used in many filters. The emergence
of behaviours brings both exploration (in this case, exploring new areas of the image) and exploitation (processing
areas that are of interest) of the search space (the image to
process) that previous work[1] have shown to be universal
creativity enhancement concepts. These swarm-based filters
are not intended to replace the existing filters but to give the
user a tool that can produce some stimulus to help him in
the creative process.

1.2

Objectives

The objective of this work is to create a swarm of agents that
can be parameterized by the user in order to process an image, like an image filter would, but making use of swarm
emergent behaviour to explore the creative value of the result. The swarm will behave like an ant colony where each
ant will apply a local filter on its surrounding area when
certain stimuli are perceived.
Users will be asked to compare between images processed by
GIMP and by the tool presented in this work. This will try
to demonstrate that there are configurations where the tool
will produce better results than GIMP. A set of processed
images will also be displayed and the user will evaluate the
quality of those images. The results will be useful to determine if the tool produces interesting results. They will also
be asked to recreate some previously processed images in
order to understand if they know how to work with the tool.
The difficulty of using the tool, efficiency VS other tools,
utility and usability value of it and also who has a bigger
role in the production of the results will also be asked.
The hypothesis is that the swarm behaviour will be able to
process images with visually interesting results, leading to
a new way to approach image processing and help the user
in the production of interesting results that have a value in
the context they were created.

1.3

Main contributions

A conceptual model on how to use an ant swarm to process
an image, a tool with an implementation of such model as
well as an evaluation from the users of that tool and what
could be done in future iteration to improve the tool.

1.4

Outline

This work starts with a section about the related work on
creativity, where the definition to be used is presented, followed by a section on what is swarm and some examples.
The related work finishes with some image processing methods used today. After that the architecture for this work
is presented along with the evaluation methods and results.
Finally the conclusions of this work and some future work
proposals are made.

2. CREATIVITY
2.1 Definition of creativity
So far, there is no single definition of what creativity is. Although most agree that for something to be seen by humans
as creative it has to be novel and contextually significant,
the common points end here.
For Margaret Boden[2] there are two types of creativity:
Psychological creativity and Historical creativity. They both
consist on the process of having an idea that is new but,
while in psychological (or p-creativity) the “new” refers only
to the person who had the idea, in historical (or h-creativity)
this “new” idea had never before appeared in the history of
mankind. For example, if a child today knows only how to
draw a square and suddenly draws a circle, that child had
p-creativity. As for h-creativity, the child gets no credits. As
for the processes for achieving creativity, Boden refers three:
combinatory, exploratory and transformational. Combinatory creativity is based on joining two or more unrelated
concepts to create a new idea. Collages are a good example of combining different objects to create a new piece of
art. For exploratory creativity, we need to “map” the conceptual space (consciously or not) in order to navigate and
find new spaces. Transformational creativity can be seen
as the hardest of these three as it involves transforming the
conceptual space in which we navigate. This can normally
be done by eliminating some kind of constraint, or by considering the negative. For example, non-Euclidean geometry resulted from dropping Euclid’s axiom that parallel lines
meet at infinity.
A similar approach to Boden’s Transformational creativity
is Edward De Bono’s lateral thinking[3]. According to De
Bono, lateral thinking is for changing concepts and perceptions. For him, using logic is like playing chess, where you
start with a number of pieces, rules and boundaries and everything plays accordingly. With Lateral thinking we are
not concerned with the pieces themselves but how can we
change the perception of those pieces, and therefore change
the way we organise the external world.
Catherine Mulvenna[4] separates creativity in the ability
to create new concepts through idea generation and problem solving - creative cognition - and the ability to express
through artistic mediums - creative output .
Robert S. Root-Bernstein[5] believes that creativity comes

from combining different skills, ideas, insights, from disparate fields to create novelty with surprising links between
them . There are multiple cases of intersections between
music/scientists that use each field to influence the other.
Planck’s discovery of quantum states resulted of treating
electron waves as if they were vibrating strings making music.
During this work, the definition of creativity is, as stated in
the beginning, the creation of something new and contextually significant.

2.2

Computational Creativity

As a massive calculation machine, computers have influenced almost all (if not all) of the research fields today.
Computer creativity is used with multiple purposes ranging from inspiration for new pieces to the attempt to make
creative art independently like paintings[6], music[7], jokes.
Although creativity comes naturally to humans, to pass that
process to a computer is not easily done. This research field
works on an artifact generation paradigm. It is expected
that these artifacts are of some value to someone and that
they have an aesthetic value. This aesthetic value is difficult to measure. Sometimes it can be specific to one area like
painting or music or it can have a broader meaning like if it is
novel, surprising or emotionally evocative. Colton suggests
[8] that an artifact generation program needs three types
of methods: one to mimic a human skill, one that mimics
human appreciation and one that mimics human imagination. Without one of those methods, the program wouldn’t
produce anything (no skill), would just produce rubbish (no
appreciation) or repeat the artifacts it had previously created (no imagination). The imagination process is the most
difficult to transmit to the program due to the nature of the
human brain. Some approaches like randomness (pseudorandomness to be more correct), fuzzy logic (is a bumpy
circle still a circle?), genetic algorithms (use of mutation, selection, reproduction), neural networks, rule-based, among
others are used to simulate imagination [9].

2.3

Applications of Computational Creativity

Creativity on computers, as mentioned before, has been
used in multiple areas (music[7], art[6], linguistic[10], evolution[11]). Here are some examples.

2.3.1

Painting Robots

In 2001 Leonel Moura [12] created ArtSRobot, a group of
ant-like swarm that painted a canvas on which they walked
on. Each of these robots was equipped with a couple of RGB
sensors and markers. These robots wandered on the canvas
leaving a mark here and there if no colour was detected. To
them, these marks were like the pheromones to ants, a signal
that others would reinforce. When a mark was perceived by
the sensors, they analyzed it and decided if it was a warm
or cold tone and use the adequate marker to reinforce it by
a constant or variable trace. The halting process was either
by discharge of the battery or by decision of the human. In
2006, the robot action painter, or RAP, was built with the
same intent of ArtSRobot. The difference was that RAP
was a solo artist instead of a swarm of robots. Equipped
with nine sensors instead of the two in ArtSRobot, RAP

could decide when his work was done by perceiving a certain pattern. RAP had two kinds of behaviour: a Random
mode in which he wandered on the canvas looking for colour
(chromotaxis), and when a certain amount was perceived
(threshold), he switched to Colour Mode where he would
reinforce the colour (stigmergy). If the threshold was not
achieved, it would choose a colour and a line configuration
through a seed generated by the local position given by the
onboard compass. He then would travel to the down right
side of the canvas and sign it.

2.3.2

Non-photorealistic Rendering

The most important related work[13] is a paper where agents
(that the authors call ants) are placed on an image and
change it according to the parameters the user choose. The
agents start in a random position over the image and using
a pre-processed image with information about the gradient
and areas of interest for larger detail, they wander through
the image, looking in the pre-processed image if the current position is marked. If it is then perform the action
and continue wandering. The agents have some restrictions
about moving, like “if has turned in the previous step then
don’t perform the action” which seems too restricting for
the agents. Although the results presented on the paper are
very good, some notes must be pointed on the implementation. The agents don’t really behave like ants. There is
no definition of a nest from where the agents would travel
to and from when their action is performed, neither to they
leave any stimuli for other ants. One could argue that the
paint stroke the agent makes is the stimulus, but since the
agents are stimulated from a pre-processed image with the
information they need (gradient, areas of interest), the stimuli is never changed, by the agents, reducing the effect of the
swarm behaviour.

Figure 1: ArtSRobots and RAP painting

3. SWARM INTELLIGENCE
3.1 Definition of swarm
Swarm, usually associated with insects, is defined as a group
of things usually in motion. These things can be anything
from insects to people, robots to computer agents. The
swarm behaviour is favourable for each individual in the
group. Take for example a school of fish: all of them are
on the scout for predators and when one sees it, all of them
know it. It’s like having a thousand eyes. This process of social interaction brings more information to the group about
the surrounding environment than what a single member
could perceive.

3.2

Emergence

So why is computer science interested in swarm behaviour?
Many reasons. To study cultural and intelligent behaviours,

to optimize problems or even to solve them. A simple example is John Conway’s Game of Life[14]. The game of life is
a grid of binary elements, like checkerboard squares or pixels on a screen, arranged on a two-dimensional plane, with
a simple set of rules to define the state of each element or
“cell”. Each cell is conceptualized as belonging to a neighbourhood comprising its eight immediate neighbours (above,
below, to the sides, and diagonal). The rules say that
- If an occupied cell has fewer than two neighbours in the
“on” state (or “alive”), then that cell will die of loneliness if will be in the “off” or “dead” state in the next turn;
- If it has more than three neighbours in the on state, then
it will die of overcrowding;
- If the cell is unoccupied and it has exactly three alive
neighbours, it will be born in the next iteration. The game
of life is an important example because of the combination
of these three simple rules. When run with some cells in the
on state, a group of different behaviours has been seen to
happen. From blinking stars, to gliders, some combinations
are doomed to disappear while others are stable. An emergent behaviour appears from those simple rules. The game
of life is an example of a cellular automata (CA). John von
Neumann[14] (1951), who first proposed the idea of cellular
automata, described it as an organism composed of cells,
each one of which is a “black box”, a unit with some kinds
of unknown processes inside it.
In 1987, Craig Reynolds[14] published a bird flocking simulation where the birds were guided by three simple rules: pull away before crashing into another;
- try to match the speed of the neighbours in the flock;
- try to move to the centre of the flock as they perceive it.
Again with these three simple rules, Reynolds’ program showed
very realistic flocking behaviour of the birds (named boids),
even while avoiding obstacles by splitting from the group
and joining after.
Karl Sims[11][14] (1994) created a three-dimensional simulation with physical properties such as gravity, friction, collision protection and elasticity. “Seed” creatures are generated randomly in the beginning and let evolve in this environment. Fitness functions are used to measure the success
of the creatures such as controlling a cube in the centre
of the world. After some steps of evolution, the creatures
present to us some surprising ways to control the cube and
innovative solutions to locomotion on land and in water,
through different ways of hopping, walking, crawling and
rolling, from fin waving to tail wagging and body wriggling
in a fluid environment.

3.3

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)

In the forties and fifties, Pierre-Paul Grassé[15] observed
that some species of termites altered their behaviour when
stimulated in certain ways. These reactions to the stimulation could lead to new stimulations to other termites. Grassé
named this behaviour as “stigmergy”, the ability to communicate through stimulus according to the performance
of their work. Stigmergy is an indirect, non-symbolic way
of communicating through the environment by changing it.
These changes are local and can only be perceived by those
visiting the place where it happened or, sometimes, neighbour areas. One common example of stigmergy is the use

of pheromones by ants. When an ant finds food, it leaves a
trace of pheromones on the ground from the source of food
to its nest. Other ants sense the pheromone dropped and
have the tendency to follow it. The pheromones will naturally degrade themselves in time but, with the reinforcement
made by other ants when passing by, they are able to carry
the food back to the nest in a very efficient way (while there
is food).
Deneubourg et al.[16] used a colony of Argentinean ants
to perform what is now known as the “double bridge experiment”. Two bridges of equal length separate the nest
from the source of food. While searching for food, each ant
chooses randomly one of the two bridges to get to it. After they reach it, they return to the nest leaving a trace of
pheromones behind. This trace will start influencing other
ants to choose that path. After some fluctuations, one of the
bridges gets more pheromones, and therefore getting more
ants to reinforce that trace. In the end, all the ants will
follow the same path. The experiment was reproduced multiple times, each bridge being chosen about half the times.
Goss et al.[17] tested the same experiment but with one
bridge being longer than the other. Since the time taken
to reinforce the shorten one is smaller than the larger, the
pheromones have less time to evaporate, making the ants
choose the fastest bridge between the nest and the food since
the presence of pheromones is higher. This model was the
main inspiration to the development of the ant colony optimization area. In ACO, a set of agent ants try to find an
optimal solution to a problem, exchanging the information
of their results through a means of communication similar
to the one real ants use. The original ant colony algorithm is
known as Ant System and was proposed in the early nineties.
Since then various changes have been proposed. For some
examples and detailed information on these algorithms the
reader can visit “Ant colony optimization” 3 .

3.3.1

Ant System

For a better understanding of the algorithm[18], it will be
contextualized in the Euclidean travelling salesman problem
(TSP), where a salesman needs to visit a group of connected
cities passing only once in each. In the Euclidean TSP, every
city is connected to all others. The difficult is finding the
most efficient route to minimize the distance of the voyage.
Let n be the number of cities and m the total number of ants
in the system. Consider an iteration as moving each of the
m ants to an adjacent city. Because an ant can’t visit the
same city twice, at the end of n iterations (one cycle), each
ant will have a solution called “tour”. When an ant produces
a tour, the pheromone level of that tour is updated by:
τij (t + 1) ← (1 − ρ).τij (t) + ∆τij

(1)

where ρ is the evaporation rate of the pheromones between
time t and t + n and ∆τij the sum of pheromones laid by
every ant between cities i and j
∆τij =

m
X

k
∆τij

(2)

k=1
3
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The amount of pheromones laid is given by:

Q/Lk
if ant k used the edge (i, j) ,
k
∆τij
=
0
otherwise,

(3)

where Q is a constant and Lk is the length of the tour constructed by ant k. During the resolution of a problem, ants
choose the next city to visit by a stochastic mechanism. The
probability of an ant k who is in city i to visit the city j in
the next iteration is:

α β
 P τij .ηij
if cij ∈ N (spk ),
β
k
p τ α .η
pij =
(4)
cil ∈N (s ) il il
k

0
otherwise
spk is the partial solution built so far by the ant k, N (spk ) is
the set of cities connected to city i that have not yet been
visited by ant k. α and β control the importance of the
pheromone and the heuristic information ηij is d1i j where
dij is the distance form city i to j.
This kind of algorithms can be used to solve NP-hard problems, that is, problems which in the worst case take exponential time to discover an optimal solution. ACO has been
successfully used to find high-quality solutions in a quicker
way. They are also popular in applications such as dynamic
shortest path problems originated in telecommunication network[19]. The number of successful applications in academic
problems has influenced people to use ACO in the resolution
of industrial problems. One example of the use of ACO in
real-world problems is AntOptima4 . Their researchers have
developed a set of tools to tackle the problem of vehicle
routing problems whose optimization algorithm is based on
ACO. More particularly, AntRoute was based on these tools
and is used for the routing of vehicles of companies such
as Migros, which is the main Swiss supermarket chain, or
Barilla, the main Italian pasta maker [20].

3.3.2

Other implementations

Other versions of ant colony implementations have been
done such as Max-Min Ant System[21], Ant Colony System[22], Hyper-cube ant system [23] [24], Elitist Ant System
[25].

4.

IMAGE PROCESSING

With the current calculation capacity of computers, the ability to take a two-dimensional image and perform operations
on it is something easily done with the right tools. An image can be considered as a two real variable function f (x, y)0
where f is an amplitude like brightness at the coordinate
(x, y) [26][27]. The operations on the images can be classified in different categories, each one with different types of
complexity and areas of effect: - Point operation: the output coordinate is only dependent of the input coordinate constant complexity per pixel;
- Local operation: output coordinate value is dependent of
the neighbours of the input coordinate - R2 complexity per
pixel;
- Global operation: output coordinate value depends on all
the values of the input image - N 2 complexity per pixel. R
is the radius of the neighbour and N the image size. The
4
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neighbourhood can be defined by the number of steps given
on the board. If the board has a rectangular format, the
movements can be made horizontally, vertically and without
diagonals (4 neighbours with radius equal one), with diagonals (8 neighbours with radius equal one) or in case the
board is hexagonal, the movements are always to adjacent
positions (6 neighbours with radius equal one).

Figure 2: Example of neigbhourhood
There are several ways of processing an image to obtain
certain results. These operations[26] can be based on histograms, mathematics, convolution or morphology.

4.1

Convolution-based operations

This is a local operation that works with a window of neighbours to calculate the output pixel value based on the weights
of the input pixels[26]. If outside the window the filter h[j, k]
doesn’t apply any changes, the convolution can be written
as:
c[m, n] = a[m, n] ⊗ h[m, n] =

J−1
X K−1
X

the image processing. When it does, the ants will start moving on the layer, according to the movement probability of
their colony and the amount of pheromone present in the
surrounding area. While moving, the ants speed determines
how many moves it makes per turn. At the end of a turn (all
the ants have moved), every ant loses life. When life reaches
0, the ant dies and, if the colony is marked as reborn, a new
ant will start moving from the nest centre. Otherwise, the
number of ants is reduced.
Before the ant ends its turn, it uses its sensors to read the
colours from the layers it can access, in a matrix determined
by the user, centred at the ant’s current position. Colours
stimulate the ant and influence the decision to perform or
not an action. While the stimuli aren’t enough to surpass
the user determined threshold the ant will keep searching.
When they are over the threshold, the ant performs an action, is rewarded with a small amount of life and will return home. The returning home process is important since
it is when the ant drops the pheromones along the path.
The pheromones will then influence the surrounding ants,
acknowledging them of an area of interest. When the ant
reaches the nest centre, it stops dropping pheromones and
begins the search again.
At any time during the process, the user can add a colony
or a layer, or on the other hand, exterminate all the colonies
present (when he believes the result has been accomplished
or when it’s the opposite of the desired).

h[j, k]a[m − j, n − k]

j=0 k=0

Problems can occur when the window passes through the
outer boundaries of the image. To solve them one must
choose the correct behaviour. Normal solutions are extending the image with a constant (possibly zero), extend the
image periodically, extend it by mirroring or repeat the values of the border as many times as necessary. Some examples of filters that can be implemented with a convolution
operation are blurring, sharpen, edge detection and emboss.

5.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The model consists of layers and colonies (see figure 3). Each
colony is composed of a number of agent ants that share a set
of properties (lifetime, speed, movement probability, radius
of action and sensing, action to perform, pheromone amount
to deposit). Each ant has also some personal properties
like position, orientation and a short memory relative to the
action it is applying.
The user starts by loading an image to process. After that,
the user can create layers over that image, as many as he
feels necessary to achieve the desired result. The colonies
are then placed on a position on the image, and that position is considered the nest centre. Every colony has its own
pheromone layer (originated automatically when the colony
is created) and a set of layers from which the ants are stimulated from and write to. All layers have the same size and
contain information about the image or the pheromones. After at least one colony has been created, the user can start

Figure 3: Conceptual Model

6.

ARCHITECTURE

The tool was developed on C#5 in Microsoft6 Visual Studio7
2005, under a student license. The implemented architecture
consists of a set of layers where agents read the stimuli and
perform their operations. A layer is nothing more than a
matrix where each position has a RGB value (that can be
converted to HSB). There can be more than one layer loaded
at the same time, but order isn’t important.
A colony is composed of a number of ant agents, randomly
placed within a certain radius of the nest centre (defined by
the dispersion value), having a certain speed, orientation,
movement probability, radius determining as far the sensors
sense and the action performs (brush size), one layer from
which to read the colours, one layer from which to read the
5
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stimuli, one layer on which to write the action, an action to
perform, the threshold and colour attribute to start reacting,
the strength of the pheromone to deposit and the evaporation rate of the pheromone. Within each colony, every ant
has the same attributes.
The actions implemented are: mark pixels as white, blur,
smudge and sharpen.
From the algorithms in section 3.3, the Ant System (section
3.3.1) was chosen. It’s simpler for the user to understand,
and the bounds are not really necessary in this case. A high
concentration of pheromones means an area of interest at
the end so, the more ants available to go to that zone the
better. The connections between the cities in the example
given (section 3.3.1) correspond to the edges of a pixel. So
each pixel (city) has 8 connections (assuming this is not
a pixel on the board), one for every pixel in an adjacent
position.

6.1
6.1.1

Ants’ movement

Besides these parameters, each ant has an orientation value
for X and Y. This is not listed on the above since the user
can’t directly modify it. The orientation values are -1, 0 or
1. X = -1 and Y = -1 means the ant is facing the diagonal up-left, X = 0 is looking up or down, X = 1 and Y =
1 is the ant looking down and right. The movement probability depends of the orientation of the ant. They don’t
indicate the probability of going up, down, left or right
but moving in the direction the ant is facing. For example {{1, 8, 2} , {0, −, 0} , {0, 0, 0}} means 8/11 of the times
the ant will go straight ahead, 1/11 of the time will move
ahead and to its right and 2/11 will go ahead and to its
left. The ’-’ is the probability of an ant not moving that it’s
not wanted (for efficiency purpose, the ant should always be
moving) so it is never taken into account/assigned.

Actions parameters (description of the actions
in section 6.3)

Colony parameters

Every colony has the same number of parameters. - Number
of ants in the colony: Integer from 1 to 500;
- Nest position: An X and Y integer position on the image
that is the position where every ant has to return when they
finish their action;
- Dispersion radius: Integer for how far from the nest an ant
can be placed on the creation of the nest (0 to put them on
the nest, 1 to put them randomly on a 3X3 matrix, having
the nest as the middle position,...).

6.1.3

6.2

Choosable parameters

- Blur: ants perform the blur effect on a combination of
R,G,B components in RGB mode or H,S,B components in
HSB mode;
- Sharpen: ants perform a sharpening effect (no parameters
to alter);
- Smudge: ants perform a smudge effect according to a
strength on a R,G,B combination;
- White: ants perform the white effect (no parameters to
alter).

6.1.2

-Action: the action to perform when an ant is stimulated;

Figure 4: Movement Probability

The pheromones influence the movement probability in the
following way: when the movement probability is different
from 0, the pheromone strength will be added to the movement probability in that direction. Imagine the movement
probability {{1, 8, 2} , {0, −, 0} , {0, 0, 0}}, the orientation X
= 0,Y = -1 (looking up) and there is a pheromone strength
of 20 in the upper-right position of the ant. The movement
probability for that position is {{1, 8, 22} , {0, −, 0} , {0, 0, 0}}.
This makes the ant more likely to move to positions with
bigger pheromone strength without forcing it to go there,
giving the chance to explore surrounding or completely new
areas.

Ants parameters

Within each colony, every ant has the same values for the
parameters.
- Life: the number of steps an ant can make before dying;
- Speed: how many positions an ant travels by step;
- Movement probability: the probability of an ant moving
in a determined direction;
- Radius: the radius of the action brush and the distance of
the field of view of the sensors;
- Sensor layer: the layer where the sensors capture the image;
- Colour layer: the layer where the ant gets the colours for
the action;
- Writing layer: the layer where the ant performs the action;
- Threshold type: the colour component the ant is sensible
to;
- Threshold level: the condition for the ant to be stimulated;

Figure 5: Pheromone influence. On the left image,
the probability is added (green) while on the right
it’s is ignored (gray) since the ant cannot move in
that direction

When returning home, the ants will move in a straight line[28].
It’s assumed that the ants have a visual landmark on the nest
and that it is visible from every position. This allows the
ants to be more accurate when returning home, making the

or HSB or a combination of H-S-B eg. HB, R, GB...) and
divides by the total number of positions available (9 positions with a radius of 1 and assuming all the positions are
inside the image border). If a position is outside the image
border, it isn’t considered available and it’s neglected. For
example, if an ant is at the top-left corner, it only considers
4 positions (assuming a radius of 1).

6.3.2
Figure 6: Smudging with strength 100, the ants’
movement can be traced. They have no trouble
moving to any position. Original image on the right.
process of editing an image more time efficient by preventing
pheromones to be dropped too far from the target, making
the ants focus on unnecessary areas.
When the simulation starts, each ant wanders through the
image, using its sensor to see if the threshold is achieved.
When it does, the ant performs the action and starts returning home, making a straight line and dropping pheromones
on the trail. After reaching home, the ant starts searching again. If during the search the ant senses a trail of
pheromone, the strength of the pheromone influences the
decision of where the ant will move next.
When an ant reaches the border of the image, there are
2 things to consider: moving out of the border and sensing/performing an action outside of the border. When an
ant’s next position is outside the border of the image, it’s
defined that the ant will not move as it wanted. It’s considered as if a wall surrounded the image and the ant won’t
move, neither the orientation of the ant is altered. This is
to avoid behaviours like an ant only moving in a straight
line hitting the border and making a 90 degree turn. The
decision of not making the image a continuous world (leaving on the top left corner would make the ant appear on the
bottom right corner) derives from preventing situations like
the green grass on the bottom influences the blue sky on the
top.

Smudge Effect

This effect is equivalent to dragging a finger on an image,
leaving a trail of mixed colours that the finger passed by. It
requires the ant to have some memory to save the colours it
has passed by and their strength. The strength is used to
combine the colours. Bigger strength means it will have a
larger impact on the final colour. Every time an ant moves,
the strength of the colours stored diminishes, a new colour
is added to the list (corresponding to the position the ant
is at) and the new colour is calculated and printed on the
current position and neighbours (according to the radius of
the action). When the strength of a colour drops below a
certain value it is considered unimportant and that colour
is removed from the colour list. This action starts when
the threshold is exceeded and stops only when the threshold
condition is no longer valid.

6.3.3

Sharpen Effect

The sharpen effect highlights the edges and fine details of
an image. The implemented filter highlights the edges in all
directions (horizontal, vertical and diagonal).

6.3.4

Paint White

This effect simply colours every pixel within the radius with
the colour white. This is useful for marking certain areas as
areas of interest for the colonies.

7.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The users downloaded the tool and used it for a while. After
that, they were asked to answer an online survey. The survey
consisted of 21 questions regarding the visual impact of some
images, comparison with other tools and utility value.

The configuration {{1, 8, 1} , {0, −, 0} , {0, 0, 0}} provide a
good simulation of the walking of ants. It makes going ahead
more likely but makes it possible to go everywhere, as seen
in figure 6.

- Image Analysis: Users were asked to evaluate the visual
impact of images processed by the tool, and to rate similar
effects against another image processed by GIMP;
- Tool Analysis: The users were asked to compare the time
it took to prepare the parameters and to execute a filter
with this tool against GIMP. Also, the difficulty level to
reproduce a given image was also measured. In the end
they were asked if the tool had any utility and if they would
interested in reusing it.

6.3

8.

As for the sensoring/acting, when the radius contains outsideof-the-image positions, these positions are ignored and don’t
influence the result (see Blur Effect for an example).

6.3.1

Filters
Blur Effect

Assuming a radius of 1, the action will be applied on a 3X3
matrix (the ant is in the middle of the matrix and the radius of 1 make the 8 neighbour positions on the range of the
brush). For every position within the radius, the new colour
of each position is calculated according to its neighbours
and self colour. The blur effect sums the colour components
chosen by the user (RGB or a combination of the R-G-B,

RESULTS

This section is divided into two sections: the image results
obtained from the tool and the survey results from the interaction between the users and the tool.

8.1

Image results

Just like in[13], the results obtained are satisfying and unpredicted. A brief description of several images results are
presented along with the image.

Figure 7: Smudging effect
On figure 7, 3 different colonies were inserted inside the dots.
The threshold was the colour of the dot the nest was in. As
the ants walked away from the nest, they smudged the dot,
creating this spreading effect.

Figure 10: Smudge effect

Figure 8: Blurring effect

Figure 11: Blur effect

On figure 8, the blurring effect made by the ants is clear.
Notice the fading of the small blue dots and the consumption
of the larger dots. With the laying of the pheromones, the
ants direct themselves to the surrounding area of the larger
dots, blurring through it. The small dots were also blurred
and when the threshold stopped being reached, they started
ignoring those, focusing on the larger ones.

have a small life, and also because the effect expected is
to blur large areas, the pheromones are not very important.
Several small colonies were used around the Monalisa to have
a bigger control and avoid having the Monalisa blurred.

Figure 12: Smudge effect
Figure 9: White effect
On figure 9, the ants used a white effect to detect the edges.
Once some edges were found, the pheromones lead the ants
to the surrounding area of the edges, improving the performance. 3 colonies were enough to process the image obtained on the right.
On figure 10, a dry brush seems to have passed over the
picture. This effect was obtained using the smudge effect.
Notice how the building standing behind the Eiffel tower
(under the legs of the tower) was almost completely removed.
Because this result is better obtained with small strokes, the
ants have to have a smaller life making the pheromones less
important on this example.
On figure 11, all of the image strength is focused on the
Monalisa by blurring the background. As before, due to
the space between the border and the Monalisa, the ants

On figure 12, the ants start inside the large dots and use
a different layer to write the smudge effect. The green dot
had 2 colonies, 1 on the upper left side and the other on the
lower right, the red had 4 colonies, each in a different corner
and the blue only 1 colony on the middle.
On figure 13, a similar approach was used with figure 12.
But this time, the second image is not a final image but
used as a mask over the original image. Using software like
GIMP or Photoshop to overlay both of the images very interesting effects can be obtained. Figure 14 demonstrates
that. Although these results were obtained combining two
tools (the tool presented in this work and Photoshop), the
conceptual model presented would be capable of producing
such results. The implementation only allowed reading the
colour from one layer but, if two layers could be read, then it
would only be necessary to describe how the blending mode
was to be made to obtain these results.

easy - Eiffel: 6 difficult, 6 neutral and 4 easy). Complaints
were made about the interface not being clear enough.

8.2.4

Control over the final image

The results for who had a bigger role producing the final
image were: 8 votes for ants, 3 for the user and 5 for equal
balance. The users felt they had lost some control over the
final image when working with the tool.
Figure 13: Smudge effect

8.2.5

Reuse the tool

When asked if they would use the tool again, 11 of the 16
answered that they would, 2 said they wouldn’t and the
remaining 3 didn’t confirm nor denied.

8.3 Results Summary

Figure 14: Different layer blending modes
As seen above, either using the tool to create final images
or using the images as intermediate steps, the results are
satisfying and varied.

8.2

Survey Results

Of the 21 surveys collected, only 16 answered all of the questions. Of these 16, they were divided into 3 categories, according to the experience they had on art: three artists high experience/knowledge; 4 game designers - medium experience/knowledge; and finally 9 low experience/knowledge
divided between game programmers and multimedia students. This division was used to obtain results to the utility
of the tool, to see if it was something the users would use
again and to check the overall acceptance of it.

8.2.1

Visual impact comparison

This test compares the visual impact of an image processed
by the tool against other processed by GIMP. It’s used to
determine if the tool was able to create an image that could
have a stronger visual impact than one by GIMP. The results obtained were: 1 Neutral, 10 Favourable to this tool, 5
against it. For the question 6, the result were the same but
opposite (GIMP’s image had a stronger visual impact). In
this case, the image made by the Creative Swarm obtained
better results than the one with GIMP.

8.2.2

Visual impact of produced images

The users were presented with some images processed and
asked to evaluate their visual impact. Except for the Eiffel
tower image(8 votes for interesting, 8 for uninteresting), all
of the other were given an interesting visual impact with
significant differences (in total, 1 uninteresting, 5 neutral, 42
interesting), showing that the images produced have artistic
value.

8.2.3

From the results presented in this section, one can make
several conclusions. The users recognized that the results
obtained by the tool had value. This is important because
they also stated that they felt they didn’t have full control
over the result. Combining both observations, the tool was
able to create, alongside with the user something that is
contextually significant. Most of them agreed they would
use the tool again but they feel the interface is deficient,
which explain why the results of reproducing an image tend
to go to Difficult. The users see the potential of the tool but
they feel the interface won’t help them reach it.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a tool that could share the creative
role with the user in the processing of images. To that end,
we proposed a different method of applying image filters to
an image.
We started by contextualizing our work in the three fields
that this work covers: creativity, swarm intelligence and
image processing. In this work, we approach creativity as
the production of something novel that has value in an understandable context, and hypothesize that swarm possess
properties like emergence are important in this creative context. However, swarm have to be programmed within an
understandable context, and that is where filters, as a traditional tool for image processing, come in.
We propose a conceptual model, based on multiple layers
added to an image, on which the elements of different swarm
colonies, in our particular case, synthetic ants, can move,
perceive and act, using an agent-base/cellular-automaton
approach. The user creates layers above the image and populates the layers with ant colonies then starts the process.
All ants in a colony have a particular behaviour specified by
the user, and are generally able to explore a layer, sense information from a set of layers within a certain radius of their
current position and, when certain conditions are met, are
able to change information in another set of layers, including the layer containing the original image. While moving,
the synthetic ants leave a pheromone trail to communicate
with the other members of the colony and coordinate image
processing.

Reproducing an image

The users were asked to rate the difficulty of reproducing
two given image. Overall, users said that it was difficult
to reproduce the images (Monalisa: 9 difficult, 1 neutral, 5

This model was implemented as an application enabling ants
in a swarm to apply traditional filters such as blur, edge detection, smudge, or a simple operation of painting white,

locally to an image when certain conditions specified by the
user are met, while reaching for a global processing of the
same image. The model was tested with users from different
artistic backgrounds, ranging from art experts to casual image editors. Users were asked to use the tool to reach certain
results, rate the process, and compare images generated with
the tool against images generated with a traditional image
editing tool (GIMP). Although users complained about the
interface and the time that is needed to reach the intended
results, they were able to produce results rated as pleasing
and interesting, some of them rated as better outcomes than
these produced with GIMP.
One important comment is that, overall, the users felt the
ants had a bigger role on the final image, and that they were
not the only participants in the creative process, unlike when
using other image processing tools, which strengthens that
the user perceives the tool as a creative swarm and that,
sometimes, loosing total control is a good thing.

10.

FUTURE WORK

Some alterations on the movement of the ants could bring
some new dynamics and control to the user. For example,
changing the movement of the ants from discrete to continuous would create a more fluid movement of the brush.
Limiting the orientation of the ants could also bring more
control to the user and create a visual signature. . Other
comment was on more options for the control of the threshold (option of equal or smaller than...).
The most important future work is to rethink the interface.
Users commented that the interface could be improved. This
could be done in several ways like a help system with information on what each parameter influences, divide into
Standard and Advanced options, reducing the initial number of parameters the user has to understand in Standard,
and giving more control in Advanced mode.

11.
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